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Introduction

I Independent vector analysis (IVA) is a recent generalization
of independent component analysis (ICA) that enables the
joint factorization of multiple datasets.

I The success of IVA is tied to proper characterization of the
multivariate probability density function (PDF) of the latent
sources; information that is generally unknown.

Contribution
I We propose a new flexible and efficient multivariate PDF

estimation technique based on entropy maximization with
kernels, (M-EMK), which jointly uses global and local
multidimensional measuring functions to provide flexible
PDFs while keeping the complexity low by integrating a
multidimensional Monte-Carlo (MC) integration technique.

I We use M-EMK to derive an efficient IVA algorithm, IVA by
multivariate entropy maximization with kernels (IVA-M-EMK)
that accurately separates sources from a wide range of
distributions.

I We verify the effectiveness of the new estimation technique
and further demonstrate the superior performance of the
new IVA algorithm numerically using simulated data.

Independent vector analysis model

I Generative model: x[k ] = A[k ]s[k ], where x[k ] are the
observations and s are the latent sources linearly mixed by
the mixing matrix A[k ]

I IVA can separate mixed sources from multiple subjects by
assuming source dependence across datasets.
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Mutual information is a natural measure of dependence

The goal in IVA is to estimate K demixing matrix, W[k ], to yield
maximally independent source estimates

y[k ] = W[k ]x[k ]

such that each SCV is maximally independent of all other SCVs. In
order to estimate W[k], we use a decoupling procedure1 and minimize
the mutual information with respect to each row vector w[k ]
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where p(yn) denotes its probability density function (PDF).

Maximum entropy principle

Maximum entropy principle enables a semi-parametric PDF
estimation scheme

max
p(y)

H(p(y)) = −
∫
RK

p(y) log p(y)dy

s.t .
∫
RK

ri(y)p(y)dy = αi, for i = 0, ...,M,

where where y ∈ RK represents the dataset, ri(y) are the constraints.
The solution is given by

p̂(y) = exp

−1 +
M∑

i=0

λiri (y)

 ,

λi are estimated by Newton iterations.

Global and local measuring functions

Global measuring functions

r0(y) = 1; r1(y) = y ; r2(y) = y2; r3(y) =
y

1 + y2,

provide information about the PDF’s overall statistics,
such as the mean, variance, and certain higher order
statistics.
Local measuring functions

q(y) =
1√

|Σ|(2π)K
exp (−1

2
(y− µ)Σ−1(y− µ)′),

provide localized information about the PDF.

M-EMK density estimation performance

We evaluate the multidimensional integrals
by QT ,K (p(y)) = Ω

(
1
T

∑T−1
i=0 p(s)

)
where Ω,

T , p and s denote the dimensional measure,
sample size, density function and the
generated points sequence, respectively.

M-EMK outperforms two popular density estimation algorithms2,3.

IVA-M-EMK experimental results

K = 3, one unimodal MGGD, and
two multi-modal MGGD sources.

K = 2, three multi-modal
MGGD sources.

Summary of contributions

I Present a new multivariate density estimator based on MEP that provides flexible
multivariate PDFs while keeping complexity low.

I Derive an efficient IVA algorithm that accurately separates sources from a wide
range of multivariate PDFs outperforming widely used IVA algorithms4.
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